ADVENTURES IN WILD PLACES

Packed full of Activities and over 250 Stickers

This little wild boar is hiding in this book! Look for him on every main sticker scene.
Can you find the jellyfish bobbing in the water?
Can you spot the diver exploring the underwater world?
Wild World

Wow! This picture shows all of the countries in the world. It shows all the wild places in your book.

There’s a flag for each place you’ll be exploring. Find the matching stickers at the end of your book and stick them in the right places.
READY TO GO!

Make an adventure pass to explore wild places!
First write your details, then add your stamp stickers.

My Adventure Pass

Name

Age

Wild Places Postcard

Draw what you did today on the postcard.
Then write the name of someone to send it to.

Don't forget to create a stamp!
We’re going on safari in the Serengeti, Kenya. Look out for lions, cheetahs, elephants, wildebeest and rhino with us!

This is a 1000 shilling note!

Did you know that the name rhinoceros means ‘nose horn’ and is often shortened to rhino? And that a group of rhinoceros is called a ‘herd’ or a ‘crash’?

Stick what you need in the bag! Don’t forget a water bottle, hat and sunglasses!
An exciting way to see the Serengeti is from a hot air balloon. It floats high above the land.

Quick! Point to the cheetah who has climbed on a safari truck!

Have a roarsome time adding all kinds of wild animals to the Serengeti.
Giraffe babies are taller than grown-ups even when they’re first born! Give this giraffe mum some children.

Look closely. Can you see a zebra hiding in the long grass?

People come to the Serengeti in Kenya to see amazing wild animals. They travel in trucks and watch lions play, cheetahs climb and rhinos charge right in front of them.
CHARGING
WILDEBEEST

Can you catch the wildebeest and fill their horns in with your brightest crayons?

Can you spot the lion? Make him bright and bold.
Dive into the Red Sea, Egypt. Meet all sorts of amazing creatures. Let’s swim with parrotfish, sea turtles and manta rays!

The largest and most famous pyramid is called The Great Pyramid. It was made for the Pharaoh Khuf and took 20 years to build.

It’s time to pack! Can you stick everything into the suitcase? Don’t forget your goggles, towel and flip flops.

This is an Egyptian pound coin.
Stick lots of different creatures into the sea for the divers and snorkelers to see.

You can call me humuhumunług for short.

Can you spot a snapping shrimp? They have a big claw that makes a very loud SNAP!

The coral in a reef is alive. If it’s bright, it’s happy, but when it’s sick it turns white. Add some happy pink coral to cover these white patches.